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PREFACE.

As the impressions which the children receive in reo;ard to the senses in Froebel's

Kindergarten are further developed in its succeeding intermediate class, preparatory to

school instruction proper, so the "Child's Piano-Instructor" is designed as an addition to

tlie intermediate class of the Kindergarten
; and, consequently, at the same time as a prepara-

tion to the piano method proper. As the pupils of the Kindergarten, on their admission to

schools, give evidence of their admirable preparatory training, so will those who have passed

through the course prescribed in the present little work be better able to begin with advan-

tage the proper study of the piano.

The " Child's Piano-Instructor" thus tills up a vacuum in pianoforte instruction, and

will be found admirablv adapted for children of the intermediate class of the Kindergar-

ten, and also for primary classes at private institutions and boarding-schools. B\- tliscourse

suitable to the tender age of such pupils, the teacher may turn to account their natural love

of amusement, as well as the flexibility of their fingers, which with older j)upils can not so

easily be done. Every preliminar\- instruction necessary ior the proper development of the

senses of touch, hearing, and seeing will be imparted to them by degrees, in the most simple

and natural manner. To attain this end more surely, it is proposed that the teacher should

meet the little class t/ai/y : and thus [private practice at home mav for obvious reasons be dis-

pensed with until the puj)!! has finished t\\i^ pi-clh>iinar\ course.

Bv this system the little pupils will be trained in such a manner as to become ijuite iiati(-

rally accustomed to a correct position, touch, and time-keeping. It will also be found of great

advantage while imparting the rudiments of i)iano-playing to small classes, as in this wav the

children are incited to imitation and emulation, at the same time regarding it as a kind of

amusement. This assertion is based on practical experience.

The "Child's Piano-Instructor" mav be used in three different ways:

I. For classes of ci-rht pupils, when, at the beginning, one, and later two, instruments are

necessarv.

II. For classes of four pupils, whi^n only one instrument is made use of, observing, how-

ever, that in both of these cases the pupils nol jilaving are to stand directly behind those wh(

are, listening attentively until it is their turn.

III. For private lustructlon, as preparatory to the teaching of piano-plaving prope, witli

the necessary modifications, which, however, are left entirely to the discretion of the teacher.



PRELIMINARY COURSE.

SECTION I.

I. The children are seated at a table in a position that will permit their elbows to be a

little elevated above it, the feet resting on some support. Each child is provided with a small

dumb kev-board, sixteen inches wide, consisting of twenty keys, beginning at C and ending

at Gr The following movements may then be proceeded with : Bring the elbow of the

right arm near the body, the hand and fingers at the same time forming a curved position,

the first joints of the fingers nearly on a level with the hand, the other joints downward, the

tips of the fingers slightly touching the key-board ( C"-(^'), and the wrist kept loose, which is

the natural position of the hand. Repeat this position until it be correct.

II. The same with the left hand.

III. The same with both hands tcjgether.

I\'. Keep down firmlv on the key-board ( C-fP) the five fingers of the right hand, in

the ])osition indicated at 1. Raise the thumb or first finger, and strike the key slowly and

firmlv. E)o this until the mo\-ement be correct. Sav " up" when the finger is to be raised,

and let it be kept up until you say " down," when it is struck.

\'. Continue in this way with the second, third, fourth, and fifth fingers of the right hand,

being particular that the unoccupied fingers are kept down perfectly still. Exercise the fourth

fmger the most.

W. Repeat this movement with the left hand at least twice as often as the right.

VII. Proceed finallv with the fingers of both hands together. (See Practical Illustra-

tions to Preliminary Course, III. No. i.) It is proper here to state that the dumb key-board

mentioned at I. of this section has been found of great practical utility, /;/ classes, for teaching

rudimental exercises. But the teacher must have a watchful eye on each of the jjupils, partic-

ularh- on those who, from inattention or any other cause, may have executed the movements

incorrectly.

\'III. Observe strictlv what is mentioned in this section, and cause all the movements

to be repeated until it appears tiresome to the children, when they should be allowed to rest,

or something diiTercnt should be taken u|). In general, variety is of great importance, and

repetitions should be made at intervals, alwavs including the upward and downward motion

of the fingers, with curved hands and loose wrists.

* To be had at the publisher's.



SECTION II.

I. Call the attention of the pupils to the difference in the colors of the keys of a piano :

it will be seen that some are white and others black. Being ([uestioned as to the length and

width of the keys, they will remark that the white ones are both longer and wider than the

black ones. The black also are higher than the white, and are for this reason called upper

keys ; the white, louei- keys. \t first it will be necessary to learn the names of the ^ti'^r keys

only. The attention of the children is directed to the groups of two and of three upper keys,

and the\' are told that ever\- lower key on the immediate left of a group of tioo upper keys is

called C". All Cs are to be struck, the distance from one C to another being called au

Oetave. Now, ask whether all Cs sound alike, and upon the answer that some are coarse and

others fine, inform them that the coarsest C is that of the first or loioest Octave ; and the

finest, that of the seventli or Iiiglicst Octave, and thus make them acquainted with all the

seven Octaves.

II. The lower, or white, kev heticeen tlie t%oo blaek ones is called D. Show all Us.

III. The white key on tlie riglit of tlie tioo black ones is called E. Show all Es. Now
cause the children to show these keys out of the regular order, and in different Octaves.

W . When the above is well retained, proceed to show the white kev on the right of E
and on the left of the grouj) of three black kevs, called F. Proceed as indicated at III.

\". Show the lower, or white, key on tlie riglit of E, called G.

\\. Show the white key on the right of G, called A, which is the last but one.

\^II. Show the white key on the right of A and on the left of C, called B, which is the

last.

I'inally, keeji steadily to constant repetition, and never go on until fully convinced that

all you have taught is well remembered and can be readily applied. The repetition of the

foregoing sections should be continued daih*.

SECTION III.

I. The children are seated at a table on which there are two metronomes, one of

which ought, if possible, to have a bell, and be set verv slow (sav 40 to 50). The other

should be set so as to beat twice to once of the first. The children are told that the

machines before them are called metronomes, or time-keepers : thev are asked if they have

ntjt seen similar movements, and what that is called which moves to and fro. (It is called

\\ pendulum : mm\ its xWn-.Mums, pendulum-strokes.) Upon being asked whether both pen-

dulums strike alike, the inipils will answer that one goes quicker than the other, and on ask.

ing how much (juieker, will say, i)recisely twice as quick. Tell them that the slower vilira-

tions are called lohole-sti-okes . the faster ones, half-strokes.

II. The children now occupy the position indicated in Sec. I., and imitate the pendulum-
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strokes with the right and left hand alternately, by gently striking on the table—namely : one

stroke with the right, then with the left hand, ete.

111. Half the number of children strike in time with the Inst metronome, the others

with the second, so that the whole and half strokes are simultaneously indicated. After

several repetitions, reverse the order of striking, so that those who before struck whole may

now be exercised in the half strokes.

I\'. The same exercises are now perfcjrmed with the assistance, first, of one metronome

onlv at a time, and finallv without either. For the sake, of variety, the children may also

march, always counting aloud, and accompanied by a suitable melody on the piano. (See

Practical Illustrations to Preliminary Course, II. Nos. 1-3.)

\'. The whole and half strokes are now to be expressed by written signs, which are to

be called iiofcs. The teacher writes on the black-board :

^
,
^ ^

I

The first note represents a whole-stroke, and the two others half-strokes. The latter

have stems, while the former have none ; thus enabling us to distinguish them. The round

jiart of the notes is called the /icad. For other notes of this kind see Exercises 1-3 of the

Practical Illustrations to Preliminary Course, I. The short upright lines which we see after

certain notes form small divisions; such a division-line is called a bar, and the space between

two bars is called a measure. (See Practical Illustrations to Preliminary Course.)

The children are asked how many measures are in the first exercise, in the second, and in

the third. At the head of each exercise we notice |, meaning two halves. This shows what

is the time of a jiiece—that is, how much is to be counted in each measure—as, in this case,

two half-strokes. Now inquire if there are two half-strokes in each measure
;
they will

answer. No ; there are in some measures whole-strokes. Inform them that this is correct

notwithstanding, as a whole-stroke is as long as two half-strokes, or, in other words, has the

same value 'a^ two half-strokes. The notes behno the line are struck with the left hand, and

those above with the rii-ht. The sign at the end is called a repeat, and means that the

music is to be played again.

VI. It is better to cause one of the i)ui)ils to strike the notes of No. 1 than to show

them how it should be done. Let them continue, one by one, until all have done so. One

metronome is set to indicate the whole-notes, the bell indicating the beginning of each

measure ; the other should show the half-strokes. After having made use of this instrument

a sufficient length of time to impress these facts upon the minds of the ])upils, they may be

dispensed with, and counting aloud only be resorted to. Marching mav now take place,

counting one, two, accompanied by a simple melody. (See Practical Illustrations to Prehm-

inarv Course, II. Xos. 1-3.)

\^II. The metronomes are now set so that one indicates the whole-strokes, the other the

(luarter-strokes. The children readil\- obserxe the difference in time, and on being asked how

man\- strokes it now requires for a whole-note, they answer, four. The duration of the whole-



stroke is now, instead of being divided into tioo, divideti into four parts, each of which is

called a quarter. This nia\- he e.\emi)Iified by an a]i])le Wmii divided into halves and quar-

ters, and in this way comparcil with the half and quarter strokes. The word "stroke" is now
omitted, and we merely say (juartcr. The following notes are now written on the board

:

.

• 1 •

.

'I
.

I II I

which will explain to the class that, while two halves make one whole, four quarters also

make a whole, and two (|uarters one half We nov/ proceed to point out that tiie (juarter-

notes have likewise a liead and stem, but the head is not htjllow, as with the wht)le and half

notes, but filled up like a dot, and smaller than the hollow notes. While the metronomes are

set in motion, indicating whole and quarter notes, the class count one, two, three, four. (See

Practical Illustrations to Prelimmary Course, I. Xos. 4-8.) The five exercises are struck

with the long pendulum (whole-notes), then with the short pendulum (quarter-notes), and at

last without the ]iendulum. Marching ma\' again take place, counting one, two, three, four,

accompanied by a simple melody. (See Practical Illustrations to Preliminary Course, II

Nos. 4-6.

)

\'III. So far we have had tivo and four parts, or coiiniion time ; there is also a " three-

c)uarter," or triple, tune, each measure containing three (juarters, or, what is just as much, a

half and a quarter stroke. The children count one, two, three, taking the exercises first with,

and afterwards without, the metronome. (For examples see Practical Illustration to Prelimi-

nary Course, I. Nos. 9-1 1.)

Now let them march again, and accompany with a simple melody in three-quarter time.

(See Practical Illustrations to Preliminary Course, II. Nos. 7-9.)

SECTION IV.

I. Each key is represented bv a particular note, and these notes are written on a staff,

which consists of five lines. (Show it on the black-board.) Some notes are written on the

lines, some between them, in the spaces, of which there are four. The sign which is put at

the beginning { ^^ I is called treble-clef, or G clef, commonly used by the right hand on the



hiy^hcr Octaves; while the siirn
( ^: jwhich is also set at the beginning, is called bass-clef

or F clef, generally used by the left hand nn the lower Octaves.

II. Place at the beginning of a staff the treble-clef, and write a note on the first line (a

dot), and tell the class it is called E : strike it on the piano, and state in what Octave ; then

placing a l)ass-clef at the beginning of another staff, the chddren are asked the name of the

kev which is two keys higher than E ; thev answer, G. Tell them that two Octaves'below

this C, is the tone which is placed on V\\ii first line of the bass-staff, just as E stands on the

first line of the trcblc-sV^'^. State at the same time the particular Octave to which this G on

the first line belongs. (The second.)

III. Be sure that the children have the E of the treble, and G of the bass—both being

on the first line in each staff—well impressed on their minds ; then continue with G and B re-

respectively on the second line ; then B and D on the third line. Write these three notes on

the two staves on the black-board, and cause the children to name and strike them in and

out of their regular succession, not going farther until they are all thoroughly posted.

W . Add a new note, D and F. on the fourth line, and cause the children to name and

strike the eight notes in and out of succession.

\'. Add /*\md A on the fifth line, and proceed as before. \Vhen the children can spell

somewhat, they may commit to memorv for the treble-notes on the 'iw^ lines,

EvKRv Good Bov Does Fi.xely.

And for the bass-notes.

Good Boys Dre.\d False Actkjns.

\'I. In like manner they can also learn for the notes on the four treble-spaces, FACE.
And for those in the four bass-spaces,

All Crows Eat Grain.

\"II. The children mav finally be reminded of always looking first at the signature,

whether a treble or bass is indicated, and then at the notes, bearing in mind that it is not

necessary to think at all times of the name of each note plaved, which in fact would be

impossible when playing quickly. It is just as in reading—a single glance at a word is suffi-

cient for us to see all the letters of which it is composed, and we instantly know its meaning

Finallv, it will not be amiss to recommend earnestly, at least at proper intervals, frequent

repetitions of all the previous sections while the little pupils jiass over to the Practical

Course, for which they will now be prepared. At all events, the first section should be prac-

tised daily until superseded, at some future time, by a different e.\ercise of a similar nature

and purpose.



PRICTICM. Il^LtTSTRATIONS TO PRELI>nNAEY COURSE

Exercises m Thue aiid Rhythni, ^ith the aid of two Melrmioiues.

To Sri'tion III.

w: 1.
o o \ v>

I
o ^ L^

2 o o
\ P f^

w: 2.
2
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The lorcgoiiiu exercises are to br |iractise«l uiilrl the pupils have played to
M' I'i Fruetioal Course, Mhen along A\ith the succeediuff melodic exercises of the
Pnu'trcal Course, the following' exercises aiv taken up.

.. ,„ 2 J J I

,": .1 1

J

,
I

..
I

J
.~

I

,~
J I J J

I

J .

The rollomns exercises are to he pia>'ed frrst v\fth one hand, then with the
other, and lastly, with hot i» together, strictly counting aloud.

n: i;{. -»
''i O 0000 S0 000 ^JJ



All ergjith rest ( 7 ) denotes silence durhi"' the trine that an eifihlh note

would take M' it were played.

TItlI'LKTS.

Triplets occur «1ien three notes of one value are jthijed in t'le tin**' til

one of the next higher value.

4: O ' «
I
«#J ^ #

I

0' 90' « \94t00 r< I

V* « \9'0 0*0 [a «•««•# let Jl

w. >L 4—r^— v—T— P^-

3
N? 23. 4r

I- ;^!_.>i J.^NJ J • i

SIXT!:EiVTHS.

.7 .V .7

2 *•# • 00 0\ 0000' 0\9-00'^'- 000\000009\0' 9000 \0 I

.7
, .7 .7 .7 .7 .7

. .7

4 0000
I ••900f0 i \

fl' •••# ^ I

• 0000 0'0\ 000f00f0\ f'ffPff ^ 11

3
W. 2?. 8^

0\ 00
-—

r
00 \0 \000 00\9' 9 p \

9 90
\ r ||

Nl' 28. r^ r y/%'''
P I

?

*

^££?A-'^

6 !»• ^##1 a'0»0^ \90 0s \^ 90 y\9' 00
\

9^9 9 i \99900 \
o •

.11
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II. ALA^RCH MELODIES.

(TV) Section III.)

The pupils, ^lifle niarehiiiff, count aloud 1; 2, and aff-ent vtith the left
foot Allien they count 1.

'>. r ! I ' I I

'

I I ,1
f^
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iMi.^:.j^4£^gF^
^.m m

3.

I i ^-^^Ijfljflrf l^^'bir \
i r

(^
^^ ^ ^g^

i.^L^^^^^^=j=£k^EJ
Tilt' pupf Is wiifle mawlihiff, jiow count aloud i, 2, 3, 4, accentfiis' <he fst and 3tl

counts.^

P-U'r^^f^itip^ TJT^i«5^
?.._„

4..

f^
[^ *ii

>^ ^J^ J
b r

^ 'Ai^^f^^^^^i\^ k̂^=mf-
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Tlie punrls in mart-hhiff now count aloud i/i.i^acrentrnS i,Avhh(h<' l«'[( ;ui<l riffhl

foot altcniatcly.
'/ « JL

^>t it ^ » \
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''

EXERCISES FOR THE FINGERS ^HT 81 THE HANDS FIRMLY FIXED

(T}> Scrrioi, I.)

Prmous to iiasshiato the IVactfcal t'ourso, the pupils should daily practrre X" 1

of the fbllowius', N'.? ri and ',{ when they besin the Praetieal Course, and \'.' 4 ^^ hen

they begin the pieees for two hands. Fiist one hand, then the other, and finally

both, the lelt hand oftener than the riaht.

^
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lY

PREPARATION FOR PLAYING SCALES.

In the following, see that the thumb paisse;* under the frrst finger without any
chanse of position in the rest of the hand, or the «'lbow ,• at the same time avord-

in? uiuiecessary stiffness. This is wry important.

p ^rcf^ ^M^i^3^

10 1
•''

^
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Oiitliefm' Ihies.

-4

\. SOIMVRY

Value of Rests and Notes.

Lithe four spaces.

^^ »C^ g b d f
evV good Imy rtoe.s finely.

In one succession.

m^s
> v^

.s.'^>gbdfa aceg"
j^ood boys dread false actroii. allcrowseat ^rarn.

KxercLse for readina'. Dot.Tie. Tn'plet.

^Vhen the.se notes are readily named and struck on the Piano, we n»aj add 2

_ »
^

;;^ orb^^iEZEE aftervrards c, d, 7A or ^*~= to be followed bv

e f

Then show their connection by

f> (• d

i
azzt * ^

3Cltn=±::^=c^

^EEi

fcdefaabcd efff abCdefffabcde fffa

At the besimiing' of the two hand pieces, practise

^
***i=

e^ aH) c ff e e d e f »•
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PRACTICAL COrUSE.

\)srtron c and a", the uiiemplojed fhiaers loose ]j touchnio' the Rejj<.

SECONOO

2. a1. «

->¥ } p



I\)shron c aiid g.

1. a......

PRACTICAL COURSE.

PRIMO

19

¥i '
'

\

^-^-9— =jg^T^ ^ i^

i » » J « ^g EaE ^ »=F S:^^ 3e±ee

;j.

ii^ S=t ?=^ f—f"

IS EE£;

^*3S^ ^ ^ EE^

6. »

m^nnrT > P^
E=^ ^^^ g^^

7. s

^^fJ^

8. «..

jr J ^Jifrr*: i
a 3^-3 ^ ,1 2 3

H^ ^=t3t

fe3=P= » 9 T^\f-t S^f^=fE^^ r^ ^=r--i£i

1^?. s -
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SECONDO

10.

'mf^^^^'^t^^ it
I 2

4 5^^^^j^^m
5E^ r

\

f r-^?-
[
^-L4f-

11.

»
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10. 8

1^
2

i
11. 8

^
i^

12.
a ^ 2 -i 2 3 2. 2 •'^ . 2 a 2 •'^ 2m

4 3 4 .^

^
Tlie exrrc'ises in krepiiig'tinie vPractrcallllasti'. to Prelhiihmry I. ) .\

- 12 -— 2ft.

may be taken u\) one bjone, and pi-actised like the preoedina'.

13.8 - - --
.,

U 1 ^^v
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10.
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SECONDO

W^
B>sni<iii ;i

t\=r^\yrfr\-)^^'r^^~'^iî
5^ A\- -ryr'
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PRIMD
25

S 4 4

i ^^^ r r ^ I f> .;_ ! .-»

ifc^ g ^ :^*E£

24:.s I"''""*"^^"" "f «^n «*ighth!!.

^^^^^^^^^S^^
^^^^^^^^^^^
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SECONDO



PRIMO
27

Uimi^
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SfCCNDD

m^^s^^1—
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^

£^Ty!|L£^
^ ^ 4^

J I* r 4^

i«^

E^
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^ ^^fy^PE
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^j J JTT^j^f-^ ^ b ^ ^^=H1^^^4^^^^"^

K p^^^^^^^^^^?
^ , I # 33 SE ^^^ Bi=f=^=±i=±:±t

31.

9U^ ^ F.}^^^\i^lr \ ^ ;] 1^
3 4

gift 2
I

. 3

iE|E££SES
I'Dsition f-s.

^=-^r r
i
f" rh

f rri^^-^ uf^ fffi^fl

iy=pfc ^;^

;«.»
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29

,ip^p^ ^fe^j^f^ M^?_M$ 5^3Sj

30.

^4-^-L;^<^
1

^
-f n,<

• y u 'UmM*-1^^ £̂.

i r=r
1—

«

^—m tr~-^ -a T—f>
—

^ t^:

31. a.

pj^^^ ^ U^^^^i^E^ ¥m^fe3I
Bisitjon c-g.

" r r
f I r r>-^t4r^^f-ftp^

.

fehr^T^rirwrr irrr-tH^ ^^^^
^^S ^m m t=f^

32.8
1^^ # -i-«?l-

Sly jTJr^ \j>'''-huK YfVf^-5^?
Hisilhm g-d.

-(^.-7ir#^ |7**'| \7*4*^ \V^
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33.
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SECONDO

37.

liUMid.of
'*^' M»sitioii,r.li. f-

3^T=i=*= ?c=P^ ^ » F
I

* ^
o - f. Wi. j-.d. S ^ ^^ EfeS gj

9t
II

.
f-

^ ^
^ ^i

g^:#:^^-i4^^-rr^]^
39.

r-h. c-(<.

f-H^ r r iiij;^
i-ii. ^,

^^I^E^ ^^ ^
40.
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llisilioii <-i.

3N. i^isition r-h. jj-d.

m
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\ O -

^^
i

^
i ^

^ f?s

^

^^

39.

4 !! f f r
|

-^^£fg^ ^^ f^r r
I

r r -H^^aii
f^isition r-jj.

J=3^ ^ J ^~JUilj fi
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lilt rod act

1. .

POK TWO HANDS.

3§

hj-^m-



^ '{,

7, Presto.

^ ^> g, ~ *
l If^y ^1^ :;t3 <|

|

a
\
t% 9

|
1 2 1 3 . ! n—g-»

4iir Jrfrfpf Jrfrfi" jMl P
'>'rJfr l Jfr lffr l JrrlJrf l Jrr l frr l [i'Jla-^ Ik m

i inFFFT^ ^ S^=fi

•"«- •
! -M-mm

I . . >

^n^^
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m ^ i f t t t
^ i^i=i

t:'--^

12.
)

AUesrelto.

y^=^fm^^^;g E^

m m t i^saE^ ^ ^ PPI t=?
«j

^Si^^ El^^ ^1 fei

AJlesretto
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$ tm T=T=¥^ K^ ^rrfpi^
l J ;7J^

|
fT

UN-W'b P^^E^^^i^i ^^s=^ Ii i'» > 'i i JJ^

15.
Moderato.

\^m ^ ^
TMK TIE.

4 ^ PSS^m ^ ^5^

rr-W--^^^ fefe* tii^ ^m fe.

16. The same, dotted notes instead of iW»,

j
frf- pr |.-JJ|j..N

|

'-rT Wrj^^'J|JJ J|J*

^ ^^^ t*± Mi i±i^̂iti^ E
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